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 Nowadays with the growth of organizations and their affiliates, the importance of information 
systems has increased. Functional and non-functional requirements of information systems in 
an organization are supported. There are literally several techniques to support the functional 
requirements in terms of software methodologies, but support for the second set of 
requirements has received little attention. Software Performance Engineering (SPE) forum tries 
to address this issue by presenting software methodologies to support both types of 
requirements. In this paper, we present a formal model for the evaluation of system 
performance based on a pragmatic model. Because of supporting the concurrency concepts, 
petri net has a higher priority than queuing system. For mapping UML to colored Petri net 
diagram, we use an intermediate graph. The preliminary results indicate that the proposed 
model may save significant amount of computations.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Nowadays, the extent of information systems in different applications is undeniable. Many design 
problems are categorized into two groups of structure as well as object oriented techniques. Object-
oriented technique plays essential role on software development. Unified modeling language (UML) 
as a modeling language supports object oriented concepts and it was introduced in 1999. Integration 
of symbols, techniques and guidelines outlined in UML has introduced it as a common language for 
different applications in object oriented form. However, during the past few years, there have been 
criticisms on UML techniques such as lack of performance measurement techniques. However, 
Object Management Group (OMG) carries the responsibility for developing UML introduced profiles 
to support the concepts performance (Object Management Group, 2002). However, for performance 
evaluation, a real model is needed for formal model.  
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Petri net networks are used as a tool for systems modeling specifically systems by separated events 
(Haghani et al., 2014). In formal model, Petri nets are powerful tools for modeling concurrency and 
the implementation of Petri nets is based on graph theory. Coloured Petri net is proposed by Kurth  
Jenson in his PhD thesis in 1980. Different colours in coloured Petri net Provides transfer for Beads, 
which carry data values and they are distinguishable from each other. In these nets, for a transition to 
fire, Coloured Petri needs to be consistent with present beads in input places as well as the 
expressions on the arcs. Coloured petri net is introduced as developing model of petri nets. In 
addition to places, investment and beads in these nets, the concepts of expression, protective and 
colour are introduced. Coloured petri nets use the ability of Petri Nets and simple programming 
languages. The values given in these networks are carried by the beads. Coloured Petri Nets provide 
more accurate models of complex systems, which are non-phase processing. In these nets unlike petri 
net, beads are distinguishable from each other because each bead has traits such as colour.  
 
Nowadays, there are many studies accomplished to convert the actual model to the formal models.  
Among the formal model of Petri nets (Merseguer & Campos, 2004; Kumar & Jasperneite,  2010), 
queuing networks (Balsamo & Marzolla, 2005) and in the diagrams of UML (Eshuis & Wieringa, 
2000; Behbahaninejad et al., 2012), the most activity is allocated to the state diagram. Among the 
activities carried out, approach of Soger (Merseguer & Campos, 2004) and Saldhana and Shatz 
(2000) have provided high capabilities. There are two approaches concentrated on labeled generalized 
stochastic Petri net and object Petri net. Merseguer  and Campos (2004) reviewed the performance 
standard index developed by the Object Management forum and considered the role of UML diagram 
in software performance. Shatz and Saldhana (2000) turned the state diagram to object petri net and a 
presented a colored Petri net model for the whole system. To the best of our knowledge, there is no 
study on the use of performance indexes in Petri net analysis for evaluating the system performance 
and in this paper, we present an empirical investigation to measure the performance of a system. 
 
2. The proposed method 
 
Earlier, shortcomings of UML were introduced to address different issues. In this section, we present 
details of the proposed model of this paper. Fig. 1 presents the proposed model of this paper.  
 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Fig. 1. Proposed idea in paper 

The emphasis of this paper is to propose a formal model of UML diagrams and analysis the method 
before implementation. 
 
2.1. The use of colored Petri net model for making performance model 
 

 
OMG presented some icons to expand UML and Kant and Srinivasan (1992) presented SPT profile 
for timing ability, performance & time specification. Kumar and Jasperneite (2010) investigated the 
performance index like other indexes to support the expansion process using stereotypes and labeled 

UML

Use the following icons UML in order to modeling software performance 

Convert UML and border icons in them to formal model 

Applying analytical techniques and simulation to solve the formal model  
in order to improve the efficiency and validation 
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values. Each profile includes some stereotypes, where tagged values are traits of stereotypes in profile 
and they are matched to model stereotype element as comment.  
 
For creating Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) model, diagrams of UML include Annotation performance. 
Use case diagram shows the work-load. Deployment diagram provides system physical resources as a 
plan of and Activity diagram expresses the demand of service from resources for various activities. 
 
Performed annotations on Fig. 1 include stereotypes and tagged values and any agent in use case 
diagram provides a sequence of requests. If this sequence is unbounded, the agent is named with 
stereotype <<PAopenLoad >>, if this sequence is bounded, the agent is named with stereotype 
<<PAclosedLoad>> that has a tag is called  PApopulation, which indicates the total number of 
requests in the system. The period between a complete request and the next interaction with the 
system can be expressed by Tag <<PAextDelay>>. 
 
In the agent with stereotype <<PAopendLoad>>, there is a tag named PAocurrence, which represents 
the time between two consecutive requests. Each agent (minimum) has a use case where details of 
this service (use case) can be represented by the sequence diagram or activity diagram. Table 1 shows 
the used stereotype of the algorithm. For more detailed explanation on Stereotypes see (Object 
Management Group, 2002). 
 
Table 1  
Stereotypes and related tags 

UML Diagram Eleman in UML Stereotype Tag 
Use Case Diagram Actor <<PAopenload>> PAoccurrence

  <<PAclosedload>> PApopulation
  PAextDelay
Activity Diagram Action State <<PAstep>> PAhost
  PAdemand
 Transition ----------------- PAprob

Deployment Diagram Node <<PAhost>> PAschdpolicy
  PArate
 
In modeling of Computer Systems Performance, two aspects should be noted: synchronization 
between different activities and contention for resources must happen, simultaneously (Kant & 
Srinivasan, 1992). The reason of using Petri net as a preferred net than queues is to protect these two 
properties. However, queue protects just the second property (Kant & Srinivasan, 1992). In other 
words, in such sequences simultaneously, in Activity diagram, queuing network becomes a problem. 
 
In a system, some action can use a source and the service rate fire for actions is different and this is 
shown by chains. Therefore, in coloured petri net, different colors of beads that are assigned to the 
beads indicate this topic. 
 
2.2 Proposed algorithm 

In any CPN model, T represents transfer and c represents different colours and the number of 
customer classes. Transfers in CPN indicate UML model resources. For each actor with stereotype, 
<<PAclosedLoad>> defines one addition transfer in CPN and the time between the end of an 
interaction and the beginning of the next iteration. A CPN model can be decomposed into several 
independent sub-models, which are independent. Each sub-model may carry its workload. Requests 
of belonging to the same sub-model can have multiple classes.  In CPN model, Classes in each sub-
model in the model are shown with different colors. The color of each sub-model is unique and it 
cannot be repeated in other sub-models. An open petri net is the one that has input/output to the 
external environment. A closed petri net does not have any relationship with external environment. 
Open and closed petri nets support stereotypes <<PAopenLoad>> and <<PAclosedLoad>> in Use 
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case diagram. By using activity diagram, we obtain Routing matrix of Petri net (Probability matrix). 
Note that a source can be used by several actions in systems. For supporting this case in CPN model, 
the following traits are defined: 
 
The system resources are shown with RES= {res1, res2, …, rest}. For each resource reserves, one trait 
by the name Counter[res] is defined. Counter [res] represents the sum of the actions that Service will 
apply form res. To identify the resources, a unique index is defined with the attribute identity as 
follows, 
 
Identity [resi]=I for each resi € RES 
 
The total actions that use the resource res, are presented by  
 
ACT= {act1,act2,…,actm}. 
 
It is clear that we have Counter [res] = m.  
 
For each resource, res Є RES, the whole actions in  { act  € ACT │ resource(act)=res} are tagged 
with a unique number in the interval [1, 2,…, counter(res)] 
 
This unique number is determined by trait indicator [act]. We define the trait indicator [act], for 
each action act € ACT).  
 
An input in open petri net entered a transfer that the action of initial interaction diagram  
uses that resource. The input rate to Petri net is equal to tag PAoccurrence and actors use the activity 
diagram for reaching its use case. The transition probability in Petri net from tag <<PAprob>>  Will 
result in a corresponding activity diagram.  Suppose actor x is annotated by stereotype 
<<PAopenload>>), then the algorithm of converting model UML to model CPN to assess the 
performance of the software is as follows, 
  

1. The following attribute values are specified: 
counter [res] √ res € RES, 
indicator [act] √ act € ACT, 
C=maximum res € RES {counter [res]} and T 
2. Calculate the probability matrix  
3. Calculate the service rate for customers with class r and transfer i  

      

][

]],[[

][/][],[

actindicatorr

mresourceidentityiwhere

actdemandrrateriSR







 

4. vector λ[r], which is an indicator to the entry for the customer with class r is as follows, 
 
λ[r] =arrivalrate[X] 

 
In other words, entry rate with respect to the use case (tag PAoccurence) that lead to activity diagram 
is calculated. 
 
If, agent x with stereotype <<PAclosedLoad>> is fretwork, the following changes are applied to the 
above algorithm: 
T=│RES│+1 
- Total transfers deploy a greater number of resources in the deployment diagram. 
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Fig. 4. Activity diagram with performance annotation 
 
Fig. 6 shows coloured petri net, which is associated with the middle graph by assuming that the use 
case associated with to the activity diagram, has tag, with λ =1/10. 
 
PAoccurrence=[“exponential”,10]  
 
“PAdemand” for action that use the resource application server, takes the following values fot 
coloured petri net with 5 classes:  

{0.2, 0.1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2} 
 
Fire rate on Petri net transfer for resource is application server is: 
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implementation causes the cost reduction of implementation. By checking the feedback and analysis 
of this model, we may study the changes on the model and after reaching the optimal status, the 
system can be implemented. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Queue length in design phase 

4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, a new mechanism for evaluating the software systems has been explained. Providing a 
formal model based on the real model (UML) allows us to develop the systems along with software 
process models. Ii also helps us investigate software non-functional requirements. The results of 
simulation give the possibility of performance evaluation before implementation. 
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